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America's greatest resource is its people. As a
nation, leadership is essential for its progress. In order
to achieve the best leadership, the country must use all of
the potential available to it. It,must insure that all
personalities have an opportunity to contribute. The people
have recognized this obligation by providing for the release
of the talents of the physically handicapped, by guidance
clinics for the emotionally disturbed, and special remedial
classes for the retarded. l
Individual contributions cannot be lost because the
schools have failed to identify the gifted or to provide
the amount and kind of education that they require. Sheehy
indicated that: "The hope for America's tomorrow, as well
as a sometimes neglected fear of America's today, is the
gifted child.,,2 The intellectually superior have a right
equal to the right of all, other children to develop their
ability to the fullest capacity. "Equal educational oppor-
1
Grace I. Loomis, "A Survey of Literature and Re-
search Concerning the Education of the Gifted Child with
Implications for School PracticeH (unpublished report,
Eugene, Oregon: University of Oregon, ,1951), p. 1.
2Sister Gregory Sheehy. S.C.L•• "Motivation and
Enrichment for the Gifted.·' CAthgliQ SSbg9~ Jou;:o.l J LXVII
(February, 1967), p. 31.
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2
tunity is not synonymous with identical experience."l The
Cincinnati Public Schools made the following statement in
their handbook for challenging able learners. "Teachers
face a growing challenge to discover potential leaders
early, to develop their ability to think, to nourish their
talents, to extend ~heir skills, and to interest them in
selecting productive careers." 2
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this investigation was to present
the findings of recent research related to reading of gifted
pupils in the primary grades. The writer's major interest
lies in the primary field but literature of general import-
ance, although not specified for the primary level, was also
included.
Limitations of the Inyestigation
This survey was limited to research dealing with
the reading of primary grade pupils who possess superior
intellectual ability.
Sisnificloce
This paper will provide the reader with an over-
view of the characteristics of gift~d children and the
lDavid C. Sanders, ~tementakX EdUCAtion aDd th~
Academically Talented PuPil Washington, D.C.: National
Education Association, 1961), p. 9.
2Cbal~engins tb§ Abl§ Reader (Cincinnati Public
Schools, 1957 , p. 1.
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reading programs which have been established for them in
the first three grades. The ~petu8 for this investigation
was provided by a statement made by Clymer at the 1968
International Reading Association Conference. 1
Definition of Terms
There are many titles presently being used to desig-
nate persons with superior academic aptitude. They include
the following: the Gifted, the Talented, the Academically
Talented, the Intellectually Superior, the Bright, and
various others. However t the term "Gifted" is probably
used more frequently than any other~ All of them imply
outstanding ability, with the major emphasis on intellectual
superiority.2
The reason that there is no standard definition of
brightness or giftedness is that individual research workers
tend not to agree upon a specific frame of reference when
referring to these children. Some researchers have set
intelligence quotient limits but the lower l~its are arbi-
trary and raile difficulties, Hollingworth and other. have
defined the gifted child as one possessing an IQ of 130 or
above. Others use 125, 120, or even 110 as cutoff points.
Iproceedings unpublished at the time this paper
was written.
2William ,J. Tisdall, ''Meeting the Reading Needs of
the Mentally Advanced," Indiyidualizing Ip§truction in
Reading, A Report of the Twentieth Annual Conference and
Course on Readins (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: University of
Pittsburgh, 1964), pp. 85-86.
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on an IQ scale'.l Cutts and Mosely state that: "The use of
IQ alone makes no allowance for the character and motivation
of the youngs ter ••'2
Lucito listed five categories into which various
definitions of giftedness fall. These were:





He proceeded to list some of the major writers who preferred
the various definitions. The ex post facto definitions have
the disadvantage of allowing identification only after the
student has completed school. ~rman used an IQ definition.
He referred to gifted children as those possessing an IQ of
140 or above as measured by the Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scale. By using social definitions the concept of giftedness
was broadened to include 'the talented. Cutts and Moseley,
DeHaan and Havighurst, and Witty are among the writers who
prefer this definition. Witty's definition has been adopted
by the American Assoeiation for Gifted Children and has been
influential.3 Witty defines the gifted child as one '~hose
lMerle R. Sumption and Evelyn M. Luecking, E~ucatiQn
of the Gifted (New York: Ronald Press Company, 1960 , p. 4.
2Norma Cutts and Nicholas Moseley, Teaching th~
Bright and Gifted (Englewood Cl$ffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Lnc , , 1957), p , 2.
3Leonard J. Lucito, HGifted Children,u in Exceptional
Children in the Schools, ed. by L. M. Dunn (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1963). pp. 182-85.
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performance, in a valuable line of human activity, is consist-
ently or repeatedly remarkable."l Percentage definitions
refer to those pupils in the uppe~ 15-20 percent of the sec-
ondary school population. Sumption and Luecking, Getzels,
Jackson and Torrance prefer a creative concept of giftedness.2
After studying Lucito's categories, one is able to
sympathize with the despair of a graduate student, described
by Abraham, who was searching for definitions of gifted
children as one facet of a project. He thought this would
take a few hours in the library and then he could continue
with the other tasks of the project. His investigations of
the 'literature resulted in 113 definitions. 3
However, for the purpose of this paper the gifted
pupil was defined as one who possesses an IQ no lower than
120. This was decided so as to limit the scope of the study
but the writer wishes to acknowledge the fact that the gifted
may be categorized by other criteria.
lpaul Witty, ''Who Are the Gifted, II Edpcj\tion for
the Gifted, Fifty-seventh Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1958), p. 55.
2Lucito, "Gifted Children," pp. 182-85.
3willard Abraham, Common Sense About Gifted Children
(New York: Harper and Brotthers, 1958), pp. 20-21.
CHAPTER II
THE NATURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF Tl£ GIFTED CHILD
Characteristics of the Git~ed Child
In the past there has been disagreement on the
matter of what these children are like. However, research
is making this less a matter of opinion by presenting ob-
jective evidence.
Gifted children have been stereotyped as being
puny, snobbish, and emotionally unstable. This character-
ization of superior children has diminished in popularity
as a result of Terman's longitudinal studies. Terman found
that when children possess above-average ability in a
particular trait such as intelligence, they also tend to
exhibit superiority in other areas. They may possess
superiority in physical, social or emotional traits. 1 The
published research of Hollingworth in New York has further
contributed to present knowledge. 2 These well-known studies
utilized mental superiority as the primary criterion for
lLewis M. Terman and Helita H. Oden, G,@net1c: Studie§
of Geniy!, Vol. V: ~ G~t~e G~~ ~t Mig-Life, Th1rty-
Fiye Xears FQ11ow-Up of the silDeri9&: £p.w. (Stanford, Cali-
fornia: Stanford University Press, 1959), pp. 1-16.
2Le t a S. Hollingworth, Gifted Cbildren; Their
















the selection of their subjects.
Intellectual Characteristics
Gifted human beings have, by definition, mental
superiority.
Kough and DeHaan composed a list of intellectual
characteristics which they felt were typical of gifted
children. They believe that the gifted child:
Learns rapidly and easily.
Uses a lot of common sense and practical knowledge.
Reasons things out, thinks clearly, recognizes re-
lationships, comprehends meanings.
Retains what he has heard or read without much rote
drill.
Knows about many things of Which other children are
unaware. .
Uses a large number of words easily and accuratrely.
Can read books that are one to two years in advance
of the rest of the class.
Performs difficult tasks.
Asks many questions. Is interested in a wide range
of things.
Does some academic work one to two years in advance
of the class.
Is original, uses good but unusual methods or ideas.
Is alert, keenly observant, responds quickly. 1
Using the twelve characteristics set up by Kough
and DeHaan, Table 1 was made to show the frequency with
which certain traits appear in lists by various writers and
school systems. Several statements were listed by all of
the sources while a few appeared only on the list by Kough
and DeHaan.
When he analyzed the literature on the gifted,
IJack Kough and Robert F. DeHaan, IdentifYing
Children With Special Needs, Teacher's Guidance Handbook,
Elementary School Edition, Vol. I (Chicago: Science
Research Associates, Inc., 1955), pp. 20-21.
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6. Uses a large number of words easily and
accurately. x x x x x x x
7. Can read books that are one to two years
in advance of the rest of the class. x
'8. Performs difficult mental tasks. x
9. Asks many questions. Is interested in a x x x x x
wide range of things.
10. Does some academic work one to two years in
advance of the class.
11. Is original, uses good but unusual methods
or ideas. x x x x x x x x








Gallagher summarized their intellectual characteristics in
the following five outstanding strengths:
The ability to associate and interrelate concepts.
The ability to evaluate facts and arguments critically.
The ability to create new ideas and originate new
lines of thought.
The ability to reason through complex problems.
The ability to understand other situations, other
times, and other people; to be less bound by one's
own peculiar environmental settings. 1
Physical Characteristics
Typical gifted children have been described, from
Terman's earliest reports to the most recent studies in
child development, as being physically superior.2 Both
Terman and Hollingworth examined various facets of physical
development in their early studies. Gifted children were
found to be taller, to weigh more, and to maintain a higher
ratio between weight and height than children of an unselected
group. However, it must not be forgotten that there are a
few small, thin children amOD& them. They possessed supe-
riority in co-ordination as demonstrated through nonintellec-
tual tasks. Data regarding movement were not precise but did
show the gifted to be stronger and swifter than unselected
children, as a group.3
lJames J. Gallagher, Research ~ymmarY Qn qlft~
Child Education (State of Illinois: Office of the Super-
intendent of Public Instruction, 1966), p. 81.
2Sumption and Lueeking, Education of the Gift~HJ,
pp. 71-75.
3Hollingworth, Gifted Chilgren; Ibelr Bature And
Nurture, p. 110.
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"Today, as in' the days of Terman and Hollingworth, we may
conclude that most bright children are also of better-than
average health and general physical excellence.,'l
There is a danger that must be noted when strong,
positive statements are made concerning correlation beeween
mental and physical maturity or other characteristics.
There is a great deal of overlap in the physical traits of
gifted and nongifted students.2
Social Characteristics
There has been a tendency on the part of those who
oppose special programs for the gifted to claim social mal-
adjustment as one reason for their opposition. They feel
that any special provisions would only aggravate this
characteristic.3 Evidence has been collected to show this
assumption to be unjustified.
Research has examined the social characteristics of
gifted children in three basic ways; sociometric techniques,
standardized measures of social competence and participation
and leadership in extracurricular activities.4
By using sociometric techniques, investigators are
lHorace B. English, Dynamips of Chila Development
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,196l) p. 303.
2William K. Purr, '!he Gifte~ Stuaent (New York:
, Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 41.
3Sumption and Luecking, E~\1cat19n of the G1fted,
p. 83.
4ourr, The Gifted Student, p. 37.
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able to examine the choices made by the gifted and also
how frequently others choose the gifted. As a result of his
research, Gallagher states: "There is little or no question
about the general social status of high IQ elementary level
children. It is highl"l Gallagher refers to results
shoWing the positive relationship between IQ scores and
popularity by Grace and Booth, Grupe, and Miller. He formu-








Social status of gifted children seems to show a
relative decrease at the secondary level.
Gifted children are able to identify correctly the
social status of others and themselves better than
the average.
Gifted children tend to choose each other for friends
when they are removed from the classroom for a period
of time each day.
Gifted children lose some general social acceptance
when removed from the classroom for a special work-
shop.
Acceleration at the elementary level does not seri-
ously affect their social adjustment.
Gifted children seem to serve as an ego-ideal to
the average child who chooses him even though he
sees differences between h~self and the gifted
youngster. 2
Participation in various extracurricular activities
gives evidence of social adjustment. The degree to which
gifted pupils participate in these activities seems to
depend upon the educational program and the values which
IJames J. Gallagher, Teaching the gifted Child
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1964), p. 33.
2.l1U.s1., p. 34.
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the student body holds regarding them. 1
Emotional Characteristics
Gifted persons have been stereotyped in this area.
There has been g~neral misunderstanding of, the emotional,
stability of gifted persons as a &roup~ The early studies
of Terman and Hollingworth demonstrated that these children
were no~ doomed eo psychosis or to neurosis. Their eVidence
consistently proved that the gifted make a significantly
better adjustment, both personal and social, than others
in the population.2
Dur~ points out that at one time the gifted were
considered to be only a shadow away from lunacy. With
this in mind, one can rejoice that information has been
accumulated to remove this unfounded belief. It can be
concluded that the gifted usually have a good over-all
adjustment and have no greater feelings of inadequacy and
anxiety than others.3
Methods for Identifyipg the Gifted
As in other areas dealing with the gifted child,
there is no general agreement concerning the methods by
which they are best identified. Identification is not an
end in itself. It provides the means by which a goal can
IT~~A 39~., p. •
2Hollingworth, Miftea Childre g i Ibei£ ~ature and
NYrture, pp~ 116-149.
3nurr, The Gifted Student, pp~ 36-37
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~~ fulfilled. Each child must be placed in the educational
program where he can best develop his capacities.
We can usually recognize exc~11ence by performance in
adulthood, but that is too late. We wish to find it
aooner-, 'Dherefore, performance in school and on school-
associated tests have become our primary d~finition of
intellectual giftedness in children. l ,
High performance on IQ tests has been, until re-
cently, the most accepted yardstick of intellectual gifted-
ness. Terman's longitudinal study, Genetic Studies of
Genius, set the style far much of the research that followed. 2
The relationship between IQ scores and achievement in the
educational program has been well-established.3 However,
achievement tests identify scholastic aptitude but may fail
in the elementary school to identify bright children whose
cultural and economic background has lowered their scholastic
attainment. "G"roup tests of intelli.gence, supplemented by
individual examinations such as the Binet or the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children, have been used effectively
in identifying the intellectually gifted ••,4
According to DeHaan and Wilson, identification
IJames J. Gallagher. Teacbing ~ Gifted Child, p. 2.
2Terman and Others. Gen~tic Stugie§ 2' G,nius, Vol.
r through V.
3J ames J. Gallagher, "Definition, Identification,
and Characteris tics," Teachins Gifted StlJdents: ,BQOk
Of Readinss (Boston: Allyn and Bacon. Inc •• 1965-, p. 1.
4a.uth Strang, "Psychology of Gifted Children and
Youch ," Esycholo&y ...of. Gifted Children a.nd Youth ,ed. William
M. Cruickshank (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1963), 2 ed., p. 488.
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should consist of screening and selection~ The screening
process entails testing or observing children under as stand-
ardized conditions as possible and ranking them from highest
to lowest in ability according to their test or observed
performance. The selection process determines' which of the
observed children should be included in the specialized
program. "tt is recommended that schools adopt both steps
of identifying gifted children: that all children be sys-
tematically screened and that the selection be made on the
basis of the data obtained in the screening.,·l
Sumption and Luecking divide identification into
formal and informal methods. They include standardized
tests of intelligence, achievement ,. aptitude, and interest
as formal methods. Teacher's marks, sociometric analysis
and cumulative records also provide necessary information.
Informal methods of identification consist of parental
and teacher observations.2
Various school districts attempt to provide teachers
with suggested means for identifying the gifted in the class-
room. In North Dakota, teachers and other interested persons
may use both sUbjective and objective means for identifying
the gifted. Subjective methods would include observation,
lRobert F. DeHaan and Robert C. Wilson, "Education
of the Gifted," Education for the Gifteq, Fifty-seventh
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educattion,
Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), p. 167.
2Sumption and Luecking, Egu~atlon of the Gjiteg,
p , 88.
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school marks, rating scales, and autobiography. Aptitude,
achievement, group mental ability and readiness tests along
with work samples provide the teacher with objective methods
whereby these children can be recognized. l
~achers in Arlington, Virginia are reminded in the
handbook entitled, Syggestions for Working With the Gifted,
·that no one method or single test score should be utilized
exclusively in identification. It is recommended that use
be made of group intelligence and achievement tests, indi-
vidual intelligence tests, reading tests, cumulative records,
creative compositions and teacher observations.2
The identification program in the schools should be
conducted by a person who has intimane knowledge of the
various strengths and weaknesses of available methods and
who possesses the skills to use them to their max~
efficiency •
.In 1966, Martinson noted that very few states pro"
vided funds for the excess costs incurred by programs
designed far the gifted. However, the real question to
keep in mind is whether or not the gifted are entitled to
"the best education Which can be provided for them. 3
lJanet M. Smaltz and James D. Mathesin, 'Who Are the
Gifted Children? North Dakota, II Educating the._~cademically
~: A BOOk of R~sdings, Lester D. Cr~ and Alice Cr~ (eds)
(New York: David MacKay Company, 1963), pp. 36-39.
2Sugg~~tiQDS for Working W1thtbe Glft~g~ Arlington
County Public Schools (Arlington, Virginia, 1956).
3Ru t h A. Martinson, "Issues in the Identification
of the Gifted," Exceptional Children, XXXIII (September,
1966), p. 15.
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HistQrical Changes in Attitude And CQnc~rn
for Gifted Children
The proper education for gifted children is a problem
that is far from new. Plato, in 400 B.C., was concerned
about giftedness. In The Republic, Plato speculated upon
ways of determining which children were gifted so they could
be educated for leadership.l He expounded the theory that
citizens should be trained to do that for which they were
best suited. The fallacy in his plan was that he assumed
that only those of noble birth could be superior.2 Today
it has been noted that:
Talent and intelligence know no boundary lines of race,
class, or nationality. Although those gifted children
who corne from the upper social economic classes stand
a better chance of being discovered than those whose
families are poor, it has been shown that the bright
and the talent~d come from squalid homes as well as
from mansions. 3 .
Gifted children have encountered a wide variety of
treatment since Plato's time~ The Romans needed leaders in
government, war and oratory so they provided special. training
programs. During the sixteenth century special education
was provided for the gifted in religion, science and war.
A Mohammedan ruler, Suleiman the Magnificent, sent his
lPlato, The Dialogues of Plato, trans. Benjamin
Jowett (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., 1952),
pp. 295-441.
2Sumption and Luecking, Edpcation of the Gifted,
p , 22.
3pau l Witty, Helping the Gifteg Chilg (Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 1952), pp. 9-10~
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emissaries throughout the Turkish Empire to search for the
fa~rest, strongest, and most intelligent of the Christian
population. 1
No special provisions were provided for the gifted
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries because a
political philosophy that all men were created equal pre-
vailed. Therefore, education was to offe~ equality of
opportunity.2
From 1850 to the early 1900's the gifted child was
considered strange and different. Few studies were made of
the gifted during the nineteenth century. Terman listed





the influence of long-current beliefs regarding the
essential nature of the genius, long regarded as
qualitatively set off from the rest of mankind and
not to be explained by the natural laws of human
behavior;
the widespread superstition that intellectual
precocity is pathological; and
the growth of pseudodemocratic sentiments that have
tended to encourage attitudes unfavorable to a just
appreciation of individual differences in human
end owment. j
American educators were slow to recognize mental
differences. The schools were set up for the average pupil
lSumption and Luecking, Edu~ation of toe Gifted,
p. 23.
2Sister Mary M. Raphael, F.D.C., "Education of
Today's Gifted, It Catholic School Journal, LXV (January,
1965), pp. 17-19.
3Terman and Oden, G~Detic Stug1ea pf Genlus, Vol. V,
P. 1.
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and those who varied were more or less forced into the
educational channel. The children of low mental ability
were the first to attract attention. Equipping the gifted
child with an education is a problem which has received far
less attention than any other area of exceptionality.l
William T. Harris in St~ Louis about 1867 probably
made the first systematic attempt to provide for gifted
children in American schools by attempting to have greater
flexibility of grading and promotions~ His plan involved
first semiannual, later quarterly, and finally five-week-
period promotions.2 In 1886, the Elizabeth, New Jersey,
schools innovated the multiple-track system which allowed
children to advance at their own rate of speed. 3 The double
track plan introduced by Cambridge in'1891 all~ed the
student to master the material in the first six grades in
either four years or six years. Tutoring by special teachers
was often provided for the brighter students in the program.4
About this same time Santa Barbara, California, established
a plan for education of exceptional children Which resulted
lL. X. Magnifico, Education for the ~xceptional
Child (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1958), p. 59.
2Ivferle R. Sumption, Dorothy Norris, and Lewis M.
Terman, "Special Education for the Gifted Child ," ~
Education of Exceptional Children, Forty-ninth Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1950), p. 260.
3Fay Adams and Walker Brown, kas:h1ng re Brigtu;
Pupil (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1930 : p~ 31.
4.1bis;L~, p~ 32
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in a variety of courses but equality of progress. The chil-
dren were divided into three groups with one set of minimum
essentials designated for the slower-learning, the average
who received this basic work with some elaboration and the
above average pupils, who were given even more intensive
training. l
In 1901, the first special school for the gifted
was opened in Worcester, Massachusetts. This school provided
special instruction for bright students in grades seven,
eight, and nine.2 The advent of intelligence testing early
in the twentieth century pointed out the wide ranges of
abilities in the classroom. An instrument for testing gave
a basis for greater accuracy in detecting the potential
abilities of each student~ More effort was made to prOVide
for individual differences.
During the next decade acceleration was achieved
through rapid-progress classes, individualized instruction,
and special schools. This period was followed in the 1920's
by the idea of ~enric:hmentrather than acceleration. Three
city school systems inaugurated plans for the education of
gifted children through enrichment~ They were Los Angeles,
California; Rochester, New York; and Cleveland, Ohio.3
lSumption and Luecking, Educatipn of tb@ Gift~~,
p. 27. 2
1b.1s1., p , 28
3pau l Witr,y, Abe Gift,d Chilg (Boston: D. C. Heath
and Company, 1951), p. 3.
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Although the efforts were meager when compared to
the needs, scientific research was in progress during this
period. In 1925, Terman published his book, Genetic Studies
of GeniuS,l followed by Hollingworth's book, Gifteg Children:
Tbeir Natyke spg NYrture•2 They laid the foundation for the
study of the gifted today. Evidence of the re-awakened con-
cern is in the work of the American Association for Gifted
Children. The Association was founded in 1946 to offer
encouragement and greater opportunities to the gifted~ It
has prepared programs and sponsored research in hopes of
providing a better understanding of the gifted child.3
There were several ~portant reasons for renewed
interest regarding the education of the gifted in the early
1960's. United States citizens are committed to a humanistic
value system which has the idea that everyone sho~ld be given
an equal opportunity to develop to the l~it of his potential.
Lucito refers to the work of Cole and Wolfle which indicated
that there was a waste of high intellectual potential in
this country. They noted that a large number of high school
pupils with superior abilities did not enroll in college.4
Many experts believe that the cold war struggle between
ITerman and Others, Genetic Studies of G,nius, Vol. I.
2Hollingworth, Gifteg Chilgreni Their Nature imS1
Nurtuhe •
3witty, The Gifteg Cbild, p. 7~
4Luc ito t "Gifted Children ," pp , 179-180.
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conflicting ideologies will probably last for a long time~
As a result, if this country is to survive it needs highly
educated leaders in science and politics.
• • • if we are to win the conflict between democracy
and communism, we require great numbers of highly t~ained
professional people and technicians not only for defense
but also to serve the backward nations of the world and
thus incline them to our point of view. 1
Aypes of OrganiB§tion
There is no simple formula for appropriate education
for gifted students. The nature of gifted children, with
their needs, characteristics, and problems, and the nature
of society must be used as guides when planning programs.2
Discovery, development, and utilization of talent are the
three' essential goals in any program which hopes to educate
the gifted child.
Administrators and teachers need to give careful







The importance of early discovery of the gifted and
talented.
The need of honest and reliable diagnosis.
The need for an honest prognosis~
The need for parent education and cooperation in the
educational program.
The need to alert and better educate teachers and
school administrators about the gifted.
The need to establish state laws to re~burse schools
p. 4.
lCutts and Moseley, Teaching the Bright and Gifted,
2A• Harry Passow, "EnriChment of Education for the
Gifted," Education for the Gifted, Fifty-seventh Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), p. 193
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having special programs for the gifted. l
All gifted students have the need for acquiring the
skills, knowledge, and attitudes which will enable them to
acquire the following objectives:
1) To deal competently with themselves, their fellow
men, and the world about them as human beings, cit-
izens, parents, and participants in the "good life."
2) To build a sound liberal foundation to sustain the
vigorous development of specialized competencies
at the higher levels which they can handle.
3) To foster self-direction, independence, a love of
learning, and a desire to create and experiment with
ideas and things.
4) To provide the self-understanding, inner consistency,
and ethical standards to see their own uniqueness in
terms of responsibility to society.
5) To stimulate critical thinking and a scientific
approach to solving their persistent problems.
6) To nurture an appreciation of the cultural heritage
bequeathed by societies through the ages.
7) To motivate the desire to meet the special expec~ations
society has for individuals with unique talents.
These objectives are desirable for all students but are
essential for the gifted if they are to achieve maximum
self-realization and potential leadership.
Elementary schools have attempted three types of
organization which could function to bring about the real-
ization of these objectives. The three types revealed in
research are acceleration, enrichment, and grouping or a
combination of methods.
lCyril W. Woolcock., "Needs of Gifted and Talented
Students," School and Society, LXXXVIII (November, 1960),
pp. 413-15.




Acceleration implies more rapid progress and com-
pletion of a given school program in less time or at an
earlier age than the average student. Acceleration is
based on the philosophy that those who learn at a faster
pace should be allowed to move forward to more challenging
work. Acceleration is one of the oldest accepted means for
extending education for the gifted. The plan dates back at
least to 1867 when Harris introduced a flexible promotion
system in St. Louis. l
The literature includes long lists of the pros and
cons regarding acceleration. Many educators feel that the
gifted should progress academically in relation to their
ability and intellectual maturity. The age-grade system
should not be applied to these pupils. They also point
out the economic factor which results from this plan.
Fewer school years mean less expense to all concerned.2
Educators who oppose acceleration fear that the children
who miss a year of schooling may lack the breadth and depth
of understanding they should possess. The social and
emotional development of these children may not be equal to
that of the older students with whom they are placed.3
IGallagher, R~seabch SYmmery QD gifted Child
Education, p. 93.
2J ac k Kough, ~~~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(Chicago: Science Research
3Sanders, Elementa[I Education ang the AcademicallY
Talent,g Pupil, pp. 81-82.
..
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Durr suggested that those who use this argument are over-
looking the results of research concerning the characteristics
of gifted children. He stated that research shows that the
social development of the gifted frequently improved after
they had been accelerated. l
There are normally three ways in which acceleration
is used in the elementary school: grade skipping, early
entry, and the completion of a specified sequence in less
than the required time.
Skipping is the promotion of pupils to classes or
grades at a higher level than their age would ordinarily
allow. They would proceed to fulfill the requirements of
the regular work at this new level. This skipping would
be based on their high-quality performance in the past.
However, some educators feel that skipping would result in
a gap in the child's educational development. This pro-
'cedure is the least favorable of the three means of acceleration.2
Early admission to kindergarten is a form of
acceleration frequently ~sed for gifted pupils. Mature
four-year-olds may enter kindergarten and five-year-olds
have been placed in first grade. Under this system the
lDurr, IDe Gifteg Stydent, p. 99.
2Robert J. Havighurst, Eugene Stivers and Robert
F. DeHaan, A Survey of the Education of Gifted Children
("Methods in the Schools." No. 83; Chicago: University of
Chicago Press. 1955), p. 29.
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accelerated child's classmates are chronologically a year
older than he. This results in a class that tends to be an
ability group rather than an age group.1
Another type of acceleration allows the gifted to
move through the entire curriculum in less than the normal
time. This plan may use the ungraded primary or combination
of two grades in one. Through such plans the gifted can
complete the full educational sequence in a shorter time.2
Any program that uses acceleration must be cognizant
of the characteristics of the child. '~hen educational
conditions are favorable, and when his total growth pattern
warrants it, the gifted child is likely to profit more from
acceleration than from being retained with his age peers.,,3
Enrichment
Enrichment is currently the favorite technique of
educators and administrators for encouraging the gifted
student. It has been advocated on the basis that as a
flexible program it can stimulate the gifted child while
keeping him with children of his OWn age.4 "For the gifted
children, enrichment implies learning situations that will
meet their needs and 'stretch' their abilities; it implies
1Kough, Practical Proarams for the Gifted, p. 18.
2l.\ti.4., p. 19
3Dur r, Tbe Gifted Student, p. 112.
4Sister Mary M. Raphael, "Education of Today I s
Gifted,'~ p , 19.
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a curriculum that is 'expanded' and 'deepened' to fit their
patterns and levels of abilities rather than one that is
geared far below their needs and abilities •••1
The purpose of enrichment is not to replace the
curriculum but to add to it. In its most productive form.
enrichment adds not more of the same kind of content and
activity but provides experiences in greater variety and
at a more advanced level.2
Durr indicates that there are three basic dimensions
of the enrichment method: horizontal. vertical. and supple-
mentary. They are rarely found in pure form but tend to
. overlap. Horizontal enrichment proceeds outward from the
regular program of learning experiences planned for the
average student. It avoids learnings that are normally
covered at a later grade level. Vertical enrichment en-
courages the gifted to progress more rapidly through the
normally required school learnings. When the material has
been mastered the gifted child moves ahead to skills usually
taught at a higher level. The third classification is
supplementary enrichment which includes activities not
immediately or directly related to the grade level or
lRobert F. DeHaan and Robert J. Havighurst t Educating
Gifted Children (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1957). p. 96.
2Laverne Strong t "Enrichment for Able Readers t'l
Controversial Issues in Reading and Promising Solutions,
Conference on Reading (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press. 1961). PP. 97-105.
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included at later grade levels. l
Good enrichment tends to increase rather than de-
crease individual differences. Gifted children become less
like each other and less like average children through an
enrichment program which is successful. This is a strong
feature of such a program but also one of its disadvantages
in the regular classroom. As the children become more
individualistic their educational program becomes less
easily managed by the classroom teacher who is already
overloaded.
Enrichment programs are handled by school systems
in a wide variety of ways. The Cincinnati program of study
~9r able learners in the elementary school is based on
enrichment at their level. The school program places
emphasis upon a flexible but well-balanced course of study,
variety and breadth of interest, development of good study
habits and ability to work independently, instruction in
a variety of ways to solve problems and the development of
a sense of responsibility to serve others.2
"Enrichment is based on the principle that for
maximum learning to take place, the educational environment must
set learning tasks that are slightly more complex and
advanced than those the ind ividual has already known •••3
lDurr, The Gifted Student, PP. 122-24
2Chnllenging the AbJe R~ader, p. 15.




Research literature on ability grouping is extensive.
Its advantages and disadvantages have been. discussed re-
peatedly with no conclusive results.
One objection to ability grouping of the gifted
has been that as a result of segregation these children
become snobbish, conceited, and unable to understand the
less gifted. Studies have produced results which indicate
that this may be true in individual cases but not for the
group as a whole. l
There are those who oppose this grouping because,
in their opinion, it results in a class distinction with a
stigma attached for those not participating in it. Critics
argue that the class has no relationship to a real life
. situation. Objections are raised by teachers who dislike
the removal of gifted students from their classrooms and by
some administrators who find scheduling too difficult. 2
Balow and Curtin designed a study to investigate
whether or not grouping bright third-grade students by
narrow intelligence quotient bands would significantly
reduce the range of achievement on basic school skills
over that represented by a heterogeneous group. Their
lSister Mary M. Raphael, "Education of Today's
Gif ted ," p. 18 •
2Loomis, "A Survey of Literature and Research
Concerning the Education of the Gifted Child with Impli-
cations for School Practices ," p. 24.
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results did not support the practice of sectioning bright
pupils by narrow ability bands in hope of attaining homo-
"geneous achievement groups.l Goldberg and Passow noted
that: "The only conclusion that may be drawn is that nar-
rowing the ability range, per se, without specifically
designing varied academic programs for the various ability
levels, does not result in cons LstrerrtLy greater achievement.,,2
Other educators are of the opinion the special
grouping is the most efficient and effective procedure for
educating the gifted if the school is large enough to be so
organized. The advantages accrued from such grouping are
greater opportunity for earned group leadership, more guid-
ance in learning skills of research, and the possibility
for greater depth of knowledge. In class groupings of this
nature, the child is accepted for what he is and the stand-
ards are high.3 Those who favor grouping find satisfaction
in this sta~ement by Abraham:
In studies made of matched groups of bright children,
one in special classes and the other in regular class-
rooms, the former invariably excel and at least hold
their ~n in personality traits. In other words, the
separa~ed ones show a higher gain in achievement, and
IBruce Balow and James Curtin, IIfAbility Grouping of
Bright Pupils," Elementary School Journal, LXVI (March, 1966),
pp , 321-26.
2I~1arian Goldberg and A. Henry Passow, "The Effects
of Ability Grouping," Education, LXXXII (April, 1962), p , 487.
3Loomis, "A Survey of Literature and Researeh
Concerning the Education of the Gifted Child with Impli-
cations for School Practice," p , 24.
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not at the expense of social or personal adjustment
for themselves ,or, presumably, for the other children
in their class and in the regular classes.l
A review of the criticisms is important when organ-
izing a special class. In order to overcome these obstacles
most special classes operate on a partial segregation plan.
The Colfax Plan places high-ability children together in
classes called workshops ,for certain academic subjects and
keeps them in classes of mixed ability for other activities
of the school program. This plan features part-time grouping.2
lAbraham, Common Sense About Gifted Children, p. 71.
2Hedwig O. Pregler, "The Colfax Plan," Edukation,
LXXX (November', 1959), pp. 139-142.
CHAPTER III
READING FOR THE GIFTED CHILD IN THE PRIMARY GRADES
The Imoortance of Reading for the Gifted
Reading instruction in general has been receiving
a greatter amount of attention in recent years. The role of
reading for the gifted child cannot be minimized. Barbe
stressed the importance of reading when he stated: "Cur-
riculum adjustments for gifted children may take diverse
direction but differentiated reading must be the means by
Which most of these adjustments are made •••• ,,1 Strang,
·also a strong advocate for reading, noted the important role
reading plays in the lives of gifted children.
The development of reading ability is a prelude and a
prerequisite to the child's personal development through
reading. Without adequate reading proficiency, the
child is handicapped in communicating, as well as in
acquiring knowledge in any field. Reading contributes
to children's personal-social development in many ways.
It builds up self-esteem; it is a. satisfying way to
use leisure time; it helps them to understand themselves
and others.2
However, Tisdall, in making an informal review of fifteen
or more popular books on education of the gifted, found some
lWilliam B. Barbe, "Reading Aspects," Cw::rikulum
Planning for the Gifted, ed. L. A. Fliegler (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), pp. 213-14.




startling facts pertaining to the subject of reading. He
discovered that nine of the fifteen books made no reference
whatever to the subject of reading in their table of contents
or indexes. Three others each devoted five or fewer pages
to reading, while two more devoted ten pages each. One book
did contain a chapter in which reading for the gifted was
discussed. l One might conclude from these facts that reading
for the gifted is not receiving the attention one would ex-
pect.
The role of reading becomes even plainer as one
notes 'that there is no other single tool of learning that
is as effective, flexible, or accessible as the printed
word. Printed materials are available on every subject
imaginable and periodicals keep bringing this information
up to date. 2 Gifted children are rarely able to satisfy
their great desire tor kn~ledge through means other than
reading. Therefore, gifted children must learn the skills
which will enable them to become effective readers.
The gifted child's ability and rate of learning
must be quickly recognized when he begins school. He should
receive help and guidance in making rapid progress in
reading. He should not be held to the pace of the average
lTisdall, "Meeting the Reading Needs of the Mentally
Advanced,'1 pp , 90-91.
2Lillian Batchelor, "Setting a Reading Climate for




student nor pushed beyond his natural abilities and desires.
Fliegler states that research findings confirm that if the
gifted child possesses superior characteristics he should
be a superior reader. l
Strang notes that studies on gifted children have
referred to:
1) the early age at which they learn to read,
2) their exceptional interest in reading,
3) their precocity in reading adult books,
4) their intensive reading in particular fields. 2
In his early investigations, Terman discovered that nearly
half of the children in his study were able to read before
they entered school. 3
How the gifted child learns to read is a perplexing
but interesting problem. Strang reported that he learns
through a wide variety of methods and combination of methods.
Reading efficiency is not achieved through anyone specific
technique.
The largest number first acquired a basic vocabulary in
many ways--through word charts, associating words with
p i.c rur-e s , finding and remembering words in signs, stories,
or poems read ·to them. After having acquired the basic
words they began to read them in books and to learn to
sound out words they did not know. 4
lLouis A. Fliegler, "A Balanced Reading Program for
the Gifted ," That All May l,earn. to Read, First Annual Reading
Conference (New York: Syracuse University, 1959), p. 56.
2Strang, "Psychology of Gifted Children and Youth,"
. p. 499.
3Terman and Oden, Genetic Stud1~s of G~nius, Vol. V,
p. 8.
4Ru t h Strang, "Insights of Gifted Students About
Reading,'JReading Teacher, IX (April, 1956), p. 205.
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Many educators feel that the guidance of gifted
children should begin before they enter school. Witty
stresses the importance of parents reading aloud to the
young. Through answering their questions about the names
of letters, words and phrases some gifted children learn
to read without formal instruction. l Fliegler concurs with
this belief as he has stated thatt· perhaps the crucial factor
in, learning to read is the home environment. The parents
provide the motivational impetus for initiating the reading
process. 2
Gifted children do not always need as intensive a
readiness program as other children. According to Barbe
the readiness skills of gifted children must be examined
and the teacher is to provide only those skills which are
needed.3 Some gifted children learn to read before they
start school. However, many others require the same be-
ginning in first grade reading that average children do.
It should be noted that gifted children tend to pick up
speed as they go along instead of developing at the same
rate as the average child. As a result, skills may be
taught at a faster rate. The teacher is responsible for
lpaul Witty, "A Balanced Reading Program for the
Gifted," Reading Tea~1le.t., XVI (May, 1963), p , 419.
2Fliegler, "A Balanced Reading Program for the
Gifted. II p. 57.
3Barbe, "Reading Aspects," p. 224.
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keeping a careful check on their progress as they must learn
early the importance of accuracy, neatness and correction of
mistakes. l
Once the basic skills have been mastered, the gifted
child tends to read extensively. Investigations have shown
that a vast amount of material is read by gifted children.
Their interests tend to be of a wider variety and they do
more voluntary reading than the intellectually average child.2
Strang concluded, however, that the reading interests of
gifted children in the lower grades are not much different
from those of average children. "Their first grade reader
aeerns to make a strong impression on them, and their supple-
mentary reading of children's series, animal stories, and
humorous books includes the favorite books for these grades.,,3
It must be noted that while their reading interests are
broad, their specialized interests tend to emerge earlier
than those of average intellectual ability. They show
marked interest in travel, science, and biography. These
children usually move more rapidly into teen-age and adult
reading.4
lJack W. Birch and Earl M. McWilliams, Challenging
Gifted Children (Bloomin~ton, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1955), p. 18.
2Fliegler. "A Balanced Reading Program for the
Gifted," p , 57.
3Strang. "Psychology of Gifted Children and Youth,"
p. 500.
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If reading is to be a powerful instrument of in-
struction, it must be a satisfying experience which the
gifted pupil will anticipate.
A child must discover that reading is a unique experience
for which there are not substitutes. He ~st discover,
in reading there are satisfactions for emotional needs,
a better understanding of himself, a growing awareness
of the world around him. l
The gifted child needs to be aware of the fact that in reading
he plays an active and not a passive role. His purpose is
. not to blot up ideas, but to weigh and evaluate them. In
order to do this, he must go beyond mere recognition of words.
Reading must be related to thinking and must be done clearly,
fully, and critically. To achieve this type of reading, one
must begin by posing penetrating question and discussing what
is read at every possible opportunity.2
The exact degree to which reading exerts emotional
influences and affects attitudes and understandings cannot
be, measured. However, this emotional impact should not be
overlooked, for building correct attitudes is important to
future leaders. 3 "Over the pas t ten years maj or stud ies
'in human relations and citizenship provide evidence that
values are developed through the medium of books if
lHelen Renthal, ~'Books to Challen$e the Able,'"
Elementary English, XXXIX (December, 1962), p. 796.
2Helen M. Robinson, "Reading for the Gifted,"
Elementary School Jpurna1, LXI (May, 1961), p. 414.
3Batchelor, "Setting a Reading Climate for the





appropriatte reading guidance is provided. ,.1
The Reading Needs of the Gifted
It has long been recognized that pupils must be
taught to do many types of reading for many p~rposes,
pleasure, information, understanding, guidance, and in-
spiration. A comprehensive reading program meets a variety
of human needs.
Some needs relate to common attainments while others
. are highly personal but nonetheless significant for
individual welfare; some needs are temporary, whereas
others may constitute a basis for long-range planning.
In such a program, needs are evaluated, and provision
is continuously made for their fulfillment. Experience
in reading is recognized as an effective means of need
fulfillment.~
Gifted children have many of the same general needs
as children of average intellectual ability. Fliegler sug-
gested three general goals for reading. which would apply to
all children. They are:
To increase clarity of communication and provide
a base for common learnings.
To enhance information through creati,ve expression
by extending ideas beyond their present meaning.
To utilize reading as a way to elicit leadership
qualities. 3
Russell has given more specific reading goals:
lClarenee D. Cleary t '''What We Owe the Gifted t"
Library Journal, LXXXIV (September 15, 1959), p. 2675.
2Paul Witty, "Purpose and Scope of the Yearbook, II
Deyelopment In and Through Reading, Sixtieth Yearbook of
the National Society of the Study of Education, Part I
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), p. 1.
3Fliegler, "A Balanced Reading Program for the
Gifted," p. 58.
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1) To make provisions for determining and developing
reading readiness at all levels.
2) To encourage strong motives for and permanent interests
in reading as an activity of value in both work and
recreational situations.
3) To acquaint chilclren with ideas that will extend
and enrich their experiences of life in modern
America and an interdependent world. .
4) To present ideas and develop attitudes associated
with good citizenship and worthy character.
5) To cultivate tastes and interests in a wide variety
of good literature in books, other current publications,
songs, recordings and radio and television programs.
6) To provide i,or the gradual increase in skills and
acquisition of valuable habits in silent and oral reading.
7) To develop abilities associated with the use of
books and other study activities.
~) To provide a basis for successful reading of printed
materials in the various subject-matter areas of the
curriculum, with special stress on the contribution
of reading to other language-arts activities. l
Gifted children possess the ability to achieve these goals
at a higher level than the average pupil. Since gifted
children have specific abilities and disabilities in reading
they have specific needs which must be met in their reading
program. Fliegler noted that a balanced reading program for
the gifted should include:
1) a developmental program of work-type skills for
learning the mechanics and functions of reading
at an advanced rate commensurate with the individ-
uals' accelerated mental growth,
2) a wide and varied program of supplementary reading,
and
3) directed reading selections designed
2to
aid in
integrating the content-area skills.
IDavid H. Russell, Children LearD to Reag (New York:
Ginn and Company, 1961), 2nd ed., p. 144.
2Fliegler, "A Balanced Reading Program for the
Gifted," p. 59.
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Sabaroff posed the question of what constituted a
good reading program for the gifted. She answered her own
question very succinctly by stating:
There is a need for a basic reading program in skill
building which includes: (a) the mechanics 9f word
analysis, (b) comprehension and thoughtful interpretation
of what is read (often called critical reading, etc.),
and reference skills. Secondly, skill in reading for
information in the various content areas is needed.
In addition, time must be provided for recreational.
or pleasure reading. Children should be read to as
well. And lastly, some corrective work is needed. l
The gifted child needs the sequential development of skills
for effective reading as do all children. The skills program
must be appropriate for his maturational status. Various
skills in reading for the gifted which could profitably be
stressed include:
1) Getting the main thoughts from reading selections.
2) Differentiating what is important from the less
important.
3) Understanding inferred meanings.
4) Relating one's own experiences to the content.
5) Analyzing critically what is read.
6) Understanding subtleties.
7) Recognizing one's own prejudices and biases. as well
as those of the author.
8) Appreciating conceptural presentations.2
These skills can and should be taught to all children but
the gifted will be able to use them effectively. The gifted
would grasp many of the skills more quickly and in greater
lRose E. Sabaroff, "Challenges in Reading for the
Gifted, ,t Elementa;:v English, XLII (April, 1965), p. 394.
2Walter B. Barbe and Thelma E. Williams, "Developing
Creative Thin'king in Gifted Children Through the Reading
Program," Reading Teacher, XV (December, 1961), p , 198.
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depth than the average pupil.
The ultimate goal of reading instruction is to
develop an individual who is an efficient, versatile reader.
It has been noted that this can only be achieved through
careful guidance. Tisdall summarized the more pertinent
reading needs of the gifted. His conclusions were presented
in their entirety because they include the major points the
writer feels are basic when working with the gifted in
reading.
1) Differentiation of instruction is the hallmark of an
effective reading program for the gifted. The prac-
tice of lock-step instruction through various academic
tasks is deadly for the superior student. Intter-
and intra-individual differences must be taken into
account when teaching all children, and especially
the gifted.
2) If effective program planning geared to therecog-
nition of individual differences is to be imple-
mented, then regular and careful evaluation of the.
child's reading ability and achievement is called for.
The competent teacher will conduct both formal and
informal assessments of the gifted pupil's reading
proficiency at regular intervals. When it is found
that work is needed in a given area, corrective
measures will be more easily undertaken if evaluations
are conducted frequently. In cases of severe dis-
ability, th~ services ot a r~ading specialist will
be acquf.z-ed without hesitation.
3) Regardless of the type of program in which the child
is placed, proper grouping for instruction is needed.
\A.1hether the child is in a special class for the gifted
or in the regular grades, homogeneity of grouping will
provide for curriculum adjustments and more efficient
instruction for all pupils in the class accordi.ng to
their respective levels of development in reading.
4) The gifted child may not need as Lrrcens Ive a readi-
ness program as do other pupils in the class. As
stated previously, the gifted child often has some
proficiency in reading before he enters school. The
readiness program must be adapted to the child and
his needs at that tLme and not to the class in gen-
eral or to the teacher.
5) The gifted pupil needs to be actively involved in
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reading instruction. It is not uncommon for the
gifted child, because he is holding his own in
reading, to be neglected while the teacher 1:vorks
with slower pupils. Just as with other students,
the gifted child needs the teacher's guidance in
word attack skills, analyzing materials read, swn-
marizing, drawing implications and inferences, ~aking
predictions, and solving problems. If the teacher
cannot spend adequate time with all of her pupils,
then some administrative reorganization of the class,
or the school, may be in order.
6) From the beginning of the child's school career it is
important that differentiation of reading style
according to the type and purpose of material read be
emphasized. This is a skill which is needed partic-
ularly in the upper grades, and establishment of the
habit of flexible reading style cannot begin too
early.
7) As the child attains skill in reading, an ever-
increasing range of reading material must be made
available to him. In addition to books used in the
developmental reading program, a wide range of sup-
plementary materials will help satisfy the child's
curiosity and his broad scope of interests. This
calls for resourcefulness and expert knowledge of
matrerials on the part of the teacher. Classroom,
school, and public libraries should be made available
as well as guidance in the efficient use of these
facilities. Reference materials of all kinds will be
used frequently by the gifted child, not only in
conjunction with his school work~ but, in many cases,
for his own personal reasons. "The cardinal principle
of enrichment is, 'Let's look it up.'tI (Cutts and ~..
Moseley, 1957, p. 61). For the gifted child the
library can. truly be called a "learning laboratory"
which will prevade his life both in and out of school.
He should be encouraged to make use of the library
and to participate in formal library programs from
the earliest years.
8) The gifted child needs guidance in comprehension and
critical reading. Whereas comprehension lessons are
commonly based upon the questions of "How much" or
"'How many," the gifted student will want to know the
I '\vhy'J and 'What for" of the material he reads. In
addition, the critical evaluation of reading material
will foster the habit of critical thinking in all
facets of the child's life. While speed of reading
can usually be developed in the gifted pupil without
much difficulty, a great deal of spadeworl< may be
called for in establishing comprehension and critical
reading skills.
9) Although the gifted child is commonly a highly moti-





of motivation will be maintained at all times regard-
less of the task or assignment with which the child
is presented. Teachers must not ignore the fact that
intellectually superior students must be challenged
constantly if learning is to take place and interest
in learning maintained.
The gifted child needs continuity in reading instruction
throughout his school career. The sequential devel-
opment of skills and attitudes should be forthcoming
from the prirnary grades through the high school and
college and into adult life as well. The child who
was able to rely on listening and memory in the
earlier grades may one day find himself academically
disabled when course content becomes so complex as to
render effective learning impossible without
proficiency in reading. Secondary and college level
- content subject teachers, teachers of English, and
reading specialists must be ever aware of the need
to further the child's reading ability.
The gifted child needs, and can obtain a great deal
of self-fulfillment through reading. Since reading
instruction aims not only at the development of
information gathering skills but also pleasure de-
rived from the process itself, the child can gain a
great deal of satisfaction through reading. It can
make him a well-informed, as well as, a confident
and happy individual. Reading may constitute the
basic foundation of school enrichment programs which
attempt to prepare the individual for maximum effi-
ciency and fulfillment as a well-functioning adult.
Gifted children need superior teachers. They need
instructors who enjoy their work and who know their
job. Thorough knowledge of the child and his
development, as well as the principles and practices
of the teaching-learning process is of cardinal im-
portance. To this end, it behooves educators' of
teachers to constantly reevaluate methods and pro-
cedures of teaching reading and to be sure that their
graduates know what they fre doing when they take up
the business of teaching.
Reading Materials for the Gifted
"One acute problem in the teaching of read ing is
that of making provisions for the superior readers in the
ITisdall, "Meeting the Reading Needs of the Mentally
Advanced, IIp. 94-95.
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elementary-school classroom."l The gifted child will re-
quire ma.terials other than the preprimers, primers, and
readers which are perfectly right for other children in
the class. Durr suggests that:
Probably the first material essential for 'the gifted
is a variety of books. While some books are too dif-
ficult for even the most gifted student, the teacher
is more justified in erring on the side of difficult
materials than he is in acquiring on12 simple selectionsfor his students to use as reference~
The gifted child should have access to picture
dictionaries, junior dictionaries and, when ready, adult
dictionaries. Junior encyclopedias and the World Almanac
are also reference matrerials which are essential for reading
growth.3 In order to assist the gifted child in reading,
the teacher needs to make materials available to him and
guide his use of these materials.
The writer wrote to the local representatives of
several publishing companies to secure information regarding
materials that are published for gifted children. Table 2
indicates the publishing companies which were contacted and
from which responses were received.
For the superior reader in the primary grades, several
companies are developing special books. Ginn's Primary
Enrichment Series and Lyons and Carnahan's Curriculum
INicholas Criscuolo, "Enriching the Reading Program
for Superior Readers/' Elem~ntarY School Journal, LXIV
(October, 1963), p. £6.
2Durr , The Gifted Student, p. 127.
3Ru t h Strang, "The Able Reader," In§t~ucto~, LXXIV
(r.farch, 1965), p. 109.
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TABLE 2
PUBLISHING COI1PANIES CONTACTED ABOUT MATERIALS
FOR GIFTED PRD1ARY PUPILS
Publishers
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
Bobbs-~~rrill, Inc.
Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc.




Holt, Rinehart, and Winston
Houghton Mifflin Company
J. B. Lippincott Company
Laidlaw Brothers
L. W. Singer Company, Inc.
-Lyons and Carnahan
11acmillan













Enrichment Series are examples of these. l
The new Reading 360 Program, published by Ginn and
Company, intends to break the f.llock step" approach to reading.
The program is said to do this by dividing the books into
ten levels which are paced to each child's reading progress,
not his grade placement.2
Lyons and Carnahan's Curriculum Enrichment Serie!3
(Pre-primer through Grade 6) has been designed for the
student performing above grade level. It is for those
students who can comfortably read the basic texts for their
gr-ade and need to be challenged further. Pacesetters in
Personal Reading4 is their 1969 rel~ase. It consists of
s Lx books which span several readability levels (Pre-primer
to 8.3). The editors state that an informal reading inven-
. tory can be conducted from a single book. Each book is
composed of a variety of stories and spans five reading
levels. The teacher will find a bibliography for both
pupil and teacher reference materials.
lLoretta Byers Sauer, "Using New Instructional
r1aterials in Kindergarten through Grade Three." Recent
Deyelopments in Reading, (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1965), p. 40.
2Readipg 360 Program, Ginn and Company, 1969.
3Qurriculum Enri~hment Series, Lyons and Carnahan,
1967.
4Pageaetters in Personal Reading. Lyons and Carnahan,
1969.
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Scott, Foresman Company's Bright Horizons Series l
challenges the intellectually superior students to do critical
reading and thinking. Books of this series are characterized
by questions demanding depth of interpretation. The~
Horizons Sories2 can be used by pupils reading beyond the
basic reader. It is appropriate for those who are reading
a year or more above grade level. The publishers state that
'these books are especially designed to be used with a min-
imum of supervision.
Houghton-Mifflin Company does not have a program
designed especially for primary grade pupils of superior
intellectual ability. However, it does have an extensive
supplementary reading list from which selections might be
appropriate for gifted children. The Reading for Meaning
Series3 does contain in the teacher's edition, questions. for
the slower, middle and rapid readers.
Macmill.n. Allyn and Bacon, Laidlaw, J. B. Lippincott.
and Holt, Rinehart and Winston Companies do not publish
texts specifically prepared for gifted primary grade pupils.
Most of these companies do publish series which they indicate
could be used by children of all ability levels.
The importance of a wide variety of materials can
. b~ readily understood when one realizes that the able readers
IBrigbt Horizons, Scott, ,Foresman and Company, 1969.
2Wi de Horizons, Scott. Foresman and Company, 1966.
3ReA~ing for Mean1pg, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966.
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follow the same general interest sequence but are usually
about two years ahead of the average pupil. If the gifted
child has access to varied materials, and if he has acquired
the skills that are necessary for effective reading, he
tends to individualize his own curriculum. "Teachers should
be concerned to help each child establish a balanced program
in reading different types of material in diverse fields."l
ProyisjQps in Reading f2r the Gifted
Every teacher who has a gifted child in her class
can do much to enrich his experience and to encourage his
full development. Through suitable group endeavor the gifted
pupil may receive the appropriate attention he requires.
Films and their accompanying books provide for readi.ng and
discussion. Opportunities can be provided for the pupils to
explore each topic further on their own level. Interest
inventories will enable the teacher to set up small flexible
groups to explore various areas of interest. Reading mate-
rials related to each topic can be made available on varied
levels of difficulty. "One of the chief rAsponsibilities
of the school is to provide for the gifted learner wide and
suitable reading experience throughout the primary grades."Z
Ipaul Witty, "Improving the Reading Ability of
Gifted Pupils," "Better Readers for Our Times, Ed. William
S. Gray and Nancy Larrick (International Reading Association
Conference Proceedings, 1; New ~ork: Scholastic Magazine,
1956), p. 150.
ZWitty, "A Balanced Reading Program for the Gifted, 'J
p. 421.
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In an attempt to discover the type of reading programs
presently being used with gifted children in the primary
grades, the writer corresponded with various school systems
selected from those mentioned by Havighurst, Stivers, and
DeHaan. as having established programs for the, gifted. 1
Another source of information was The Education Index in
which works were listed pertaining to the gifted in various
areas. Table 3 indicates those school districts and state
departments which were contacted and from which responses
were received.
A letter was received from the Department of Education,
Columbus, Ohio, stating that material would be forwarded but
at the time of the writing of this paper it had not been re-
ce Lved .2
Kentucky has no specific state program for the gifted.
However, some districts are doing significant work in the
area, especially the Jefferson County Schools Advance
program, which is the most comprehensive in the state.3 The
reading program in the elementary grades is based on the
Lippincott Basic Reading Series which offers a linguistic
approach to reading. The basic reading program is supple-
lHavighurst, Stivers, and DeHaan, "Summaries of
Programs,U pp. 33-102.
2Se e Appendix II, p. 67.
3Letter from Martha Ellison, Coordinator Curriculum
Development, Frankfort, Kentucky, March 11, 1969.
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TABLE 3
SCHOOL DISTRICTS CONTACTED ABOUT READING














Department of Public Instruction
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Department of Public Instruction
Indianapolis, Indiana
Tangley Oaks Education Center
Lake Bluff, Illinois




'Hunter College Elementary School
New York, New York
Department of Education
























Office of Public Instruction
Springfield, Illinois






The state of Indiana provides reading bulletins
which aid the teacher in diagnosis and materials to keep
every child reading at the proper level. The Indianapolis
Public Schools provide special classes for the gifted while
other systems in the state use flexible scheduling and non-
graded classes to assist students to work at their own level.2
Milwaukee, Wisconsin has special classes for the
lLetter from Hattie Glenn, Supervisor Advance Program,
LouisVille, Kentucky, April 1, 1969.
2Letter from Esther Ryan, Supervisor Elementary
Education Division of Curriculum, Indianapolis, Indiana,
March 28, 1969.
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gifted beginning at grade 5. 1
In New York City classes for the intellectually
gifted are organized in the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades. 2
In a letter received from the Director of Elementary
Education, Olympia, Washington, it was 'disclosed that schools~
in that state generally do not use separate or different
programs of instruction for the gifted, including reading.
ror the gifted, reading appreciation is stressed, since
they are more capable of working independently.3
During the last few years the Portland, Oregon
'sch~ol system has reduced its emphasis on gifted children.
This has been the result of general financial difficulties
and of the nation-wide SWing to concern for disadvantaged
children.4
Information received from the Quincy Public School,
Quincy, Illinois, and the Department of Public Instruction,
Raleigh, North Carolina, did not specifically pertain to
the topic of this paper.
The writer concluded from the information received
that school systems are aware of the need to differentiate
ITelephone conversation with Mr., Manske, Principal
of Hartford Avenue School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, April 1, 1969.
2Letter from Theresa G. Rakow, AssistantrSuperintendent,
New York, New York, I~rch 7, 1969.
3Letter from Robert Groeshell t Director of Element-
ary Education, Olympia, Washington, March 4, ,1969.
,4Letter from Clifford W. Williams, Director of
Special Curriculum Projects, Portland, Oregon, March 25, 1969.
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instruction for the gifted. Each system has to decide the
type of materials, organization, and teachers who can best





This study was undertaken to review what has been
wr~tten regarding the reading of gifted primary grade chil-
dren. In order to accomplish this purpose the following








What is the gifted child like?
What methods can be used for identifying him?
What historical changes have taken place in the atti-
tude and concern for the gifted?
What type of school organization is most appropriate?
What is the importance of reading for the gifted?
What are his reading needs?
What provisions are being made in reading for the
gifted child?
Findings of This Study
Little information was found which specifically
dealt with reading of gifted children at the primary level.
-Materials dealing with the reading of intellectually gifted
children in general were included whenever they were viewed
as being applicable to the prilnary level.
Researchers tended to agree that certain character-
LstLca are commonly found among gifted children. They tend
to be above average physically, to be well-adjusted socially,
and to mature earlier than average children.
Gifted children can be found among all races, re-
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ligions, and ethnic groups. Their home backgrounds can vary
greatly. These children almost alw~ys exhibit rapid school
progress.
Since these children learn rapidly, they often pro-
, duce work with a minimum of effort. They must be taught to
make the fullest use of their capabilities; they need assist-
ance in setting realistic goals for themselves and in achieving
. those goals.
The gifted children in the primary grades re9uire a
curriculum which is not only enriched but which is accelerated
·within the grade. Subject matter that is stimulating and
techniques that are consistent with good study skills are
necessary. Remedial reading clinics and classroom teachers
detect reading difficulties appearing mainly at the fourth
grade level when students are faced with reading from a
variety of sources. Since gifted children learn more
rapidly than average pupils,.they can be taught proper re-
search procedure at an earlier age.
Relatively few gifted children at the primary level
have mechanical difficulties in reading. As a result,
emphasis can be placed upon such things as forming judgments,
predicting outcomes, or interpreting situations through the
information gained from reading. The ability to read
critically must be developed.
A wide variety of materials for research and ex-
perimentation contribute to a stimulating environment for
the gifted. A reading program for gifted primary level
Conclusions and Imolications
Although considerable progress has been made in
the development of programs for the gifted, it is clear
that they are only a beginning. An increase in this effort
will contribute to the making of better schools and also
serve the best interests of a democracy. Since reading
is a key for gaining knowledge, it is necessary that our
schools develop versatile readers. This can only be ac-
complished through proper guidance. The gifted pupils in
the primary grades require a curriculum in reading that
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I am requesting information regarding the provisions
your school system makes for its gifted or intellectually
superior pupils. Of major interest to me is the method of
. identification and the curriculum then used. I am seek-
ing to discover specifically what reading program your
district uses for gifted pupils in the primary grades.
This information will be of great value to me in completing
a research paper being developed under the direction of
Sister Marie Colette at Cardinal Stritch College, Milwaukee,
Wi'sconsin, where I am a graduate student.
If there is a fee for the curriculum or any mailing charges
inyolved, I will be happy to reimburse you.




I am interested in knowing if your company publishes
text books which they designate for use by primary grade
pupils of superior intellectual ability. If so, I would
appreciate your sending me an informational folder,
brochure or free copy of this material.
I am certified as a reading teacher by the state of
Wisconsin and an emgaged in doing a research paper
concerning materials in reading that can be used by
gifted children of grades one, two and three. This
paper is being developed under the direction of Sister
Marie Colette at Cardinal Stritch College, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Thank you for your cooperation in assisting me to secure
materials which are being published for the superior











April 8, 1969 I. J. IONHAM. JR •• DIIICTOI
DIYIIIO. 0' ••ICIAL EDUCATIO.
JIOI AUIITA ITallT
COLU.I.I, OHIO 4JI04
Miss Mary Jane Salek
7602 West Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Dear Miss Salek,
Thank you for your, letter of March 3, 1969 in which you
request information regarding the provisions Ohio schools
make for gifted or intellectually superior pupils. I believe
your question can best be answered by the contents of our
publications Enri'chment-C1as'sroom ChaLf.eriqe , Advan'ced' Place-
ment in Ohio, and Some Problems in the Definitions and Identi-
~ication of Gifted High 'sohool 'Students, copies of which you
wi!l be receiving shortly under separate cover.
If this office can be of further service to you, please
do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely yours,
~
.>/ . ~ /) "-









DR. ELEANOR BEARD, Chairman
1580 S. Skyland Drive
Lake Oswego 91034
EUGENE H. FISHER, Vice Chmn.


















Officer of the Board
JESSE FASOLD
Deputy Superintendent and
Secretary of the Board
OREGO·N
BOARD OF EDUCATION
PUBLIC SERVICE BUILDING • SALEM, OREGON. 97310. Ph. (503) 364-2171 Ext. 1602
March 10, 1969
Miss Mary Jane Salek
7602 West Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Dear Miss Salek:
The enclosed booklet, Planning for Able and Gifted Children in
Oregon, is several years old but still applies in the major
points upon which program development is based. The identifi-
cation procedure and instructional pattern varies from school
district to school district operating under the provisions of
the state reimbursement program. In each case, the plan is
adopted which district personnel develop as most effective in
its own particular circumstances, within the guidelines estab-
lished at the state level, of course.
One major point not indicated in the booklet is the requirement
, that student participation be limited to the top five percent.
Since identification criteria are mainly established at the
district level, provision for the inclusion of students other
than those in the purely academic areas is very feasible. All
program plans must be reviewed and approved at the state level.
I hope this will assist in your research and wish you every





-;?' A''lI ~t' I!, .//'.. I -7" l'" I /' ,;J ,'" , ./
~. ..-......,«. • of ~\,,;J v'---(_ ~J _ '.~
Lee G. Wells, Supervisor








Miss Mary Jane Salek
7602 West Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Dear Miss Salek:
I am sending you a copy of a booklet which is now ten years old
which describes the program in Portland for the gifted child.
Included in the booklet are the program's tests and evaluation
, procedures which were used when the Gifted Child Program was
operating in full force.
In the last few years the Portland school system has reduced
its emphasis on gifted children partly because of general financial
difficulties and partly because of a nation-wide swing to concern
for disadvantaged children. The program does not have a central
supervisor nor a specific budget for its activities; however,
most of the activities in elementary and secondary schools are
still to be found in the schools.






STATE SUPERINTENDENT March 4, 1969
P. O. BOX S27
OLYMPIA aSSOt
Miss Mary Jane Salek
7602 West Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Dear Miss Salek:
Since there are 315 school districts in Washington, there is a great variety
of approaches to instructing gifted children. Methods of identification
include performance, teacher observation and testing.
Schools generally do not use separate or different programs of instruction,
including reading. Gifted children learn at a faster pace, but still need the
basic reading approach. For them the reading for appreciation would be stronger
since they are more capable of working independently.
In short, the State of Washington does not have nor endorse a prescribed
reading program for gifted students. You should be aware, of course, that
school districts in this state have the responsibility of selecting their own









STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBUC INSTRUCfION
RICHARD O. WELLS
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Miss Mary Jane Salek
7602 West Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Dear Miss Keefe:
We have no bulletin at state level dedicated entirely to the
gifted child. There is, however, certification in special
education. Those teachers completing this training have had
college work in this area.
We 'do have reading bulletins which aid the teacher in diag-
nosis and materials to keep every child reading at the proper
level. I'll enclose one of these guides for you.
Some of our schools have turned to flexible scheduling and
non-gradeness to help students work at their own level. I'll
enclose a paper and a magazine with some statements concerning
this.
Many school systems have special classes. You might wish to
contact the Indianapolis Public Schools.
Y2l' truly,
~~






















Miss Mary Jane Salek
7602 West Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Dear Miss Salek,
I am enclosing some descriptive material regarding the
Advance Program in Jefferson County. I believe that your
questions concerning identification will be answered in this
material.
Our reading program in the elementary grades is based on
the Lippincott Basic Reading Series which offers a linguistic
approach to reading. The basic reading program is supplemented
by the use of trade books. The books and accompanying activities
are described in a language arts curriculum which may be ordered
from our curriculum department. An order blank is enclosed in
case you feel that a copy of the curriculum will be of use to you.
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Miss Mary Jane Salek
7602 West Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Dear Miss Salek:
There is no specific state program for gifted or intellectually
superior students in Kentucky, with the exception of a boarding
school for disadvantaged, gifted high school students. We do,
however, have some districts that are doing significant work in
this area. May I refer you specifically to Mrs. Hattie Glenn,
Supervisor of the Advance Program, Jefferson County Schools;
3332 Newburg Road, Louisville, Kentucky 40218. This district's
program is the most comprehensive one we have in the state.
Contact with Mrs. Glenn will give you a sens~ of direction.
Sincerely, J '
~li~J
Mrs. Martha Ellison, Coordinator
Curriculum Development
ME:ws
BOARD OF eDUCATION • CITY OF NEW YORK • OFFICE OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
110 LIVINGSTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11201 TEL.: 596-6018
THERESA G. RAKOW
~
Assistant Superintendent March 7th, 1969
Miss Mary Jane Salek
7602 West Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
Dear Miss Salek,
Your letter inquiring about provisions for intellectually gifted
children has been forwarded to me.
In New York City, under the jurisdiction of the Board of Education,
classes for the intellectually gifted are organized in the 4th, 5th, and
6th grades.
Children are selected for placement in these classes on the basis of
achievement on city-wide reading and mathematics tests. In addition the
child must be socially and emotionally well-adjusted and in good physical
health.
We do not have a printed course of study limited to the intellectually
gifted. We recommend to our teachers the use of our regular curriculum
bulletins, but the curriculum is greatly enriched for these children.
Superior development of the basic skills and the establishment of
excellent work and study habits are expected of children in I.G.C. classes.
For a limited number of classe~ instruction in foreign language is
provided.
I am enclosing samples of teachers' exchange bulletins which we have
developed and a booklet which describes our program.
Sincerely yours,
TGR:MS:bw
encl.
TIlERESA G. RAKOW
Assistant Superintendent
